Hot Chocolate Drive-Thru
When the ground is white, the skies are grey,
and the breeze has that wintery bite, nothing
is more refreshing and satisfying than a warm
mug of cocoa.

How-To:

Winter is the perfect time to host a Hot
Chocolate Drive-Thru where people can savour
a warm beverage, while also feeling warm and
fuzzy inside after contributing to this year’s
Fundrace Flurry!

1. Source supplies for hot cocoa drive-thru,
including a container/thermos that will keep the
cocoa warm outside.
2. Sell the cocoa for a small donation fee, and
educate people about Fundrace Flurry and the
cause it supports.

Costs:
Hot chocolate, table, cups, napkins

Risks:
• Food safety
• COVID-19 transmission

Risk Mitigation:
• Keep hot chocolate at stable temperature
• Serve cups as people arrive (do not prep servings)
• Ensure physical distancing
• Masks and hand sanitizer
• Read AHS Community Organization Function information sheet and ensure food
preparation, cleanliness, etc. are up to code

Permissions (Community Organization Function):
• Must notify EPH by submitting a completed Community Organization Function
Notification a t least 14 days prior to the date of the function
• Security and Parking would need to be engaged to determine a suitable location,
especially if incentivizing driving to campus
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Virtual Pub Quiz
Quizzes? Prizes? Donating to a good cause?
These are the components to a super fun,
low-key fundraiser—the Virtual Pub Quiz!

How-To:
1. Choose a topic (TV/Movies, Sports, 18th Century
Poets) and design a quiz with questions of
varying difficulty. Use an online platform like
Kahoot to share your quizzes.
2. For the cost of a donation, have people sign up
to join this weekly quiz! The winner gets a
themed prize related to the quiz topic, and
everyone can have fun from the comfort of their
own couches while keeping their wits sharp.

Costs:
Cost of prize

Risks:
• No foreseeable risks

Permissions:
• None
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Virtual Silent Auction
Silent auctions are a low-key and fun way to
raise money. While we cannot meet in person,
online formats work well for this fundraiser.
Whether by team members compiling gift
baskets, or by gaining donations from other
sources, use the silent auction to raise money,
and encourage participation in this year’s
Fundrace Flurry!

How-To:
1. Collect and curate items for silent auction (gift
baskets, donations, books, jerseys).
2. List items online and advertise your silent
auction using social media and other outlets.
3. Set a date and time frame for your auction;
encourage participation and bidding on the
different items.
4. At the end of the event, send the participants
their winnings!

Costs:
Silent auction items (if not donated), setting up online auction

Risks:

• Possible to lose money on items if bids do not exceed cost of item

Risk Mitigation:
• Encourage team members to source items via donation

Permissions:
• Allowable without a Charitable Gaming License. Transparency encouraged
regarding the money earned from each item.
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Snowball Challenge/Penguin Slide
Remember when celebrities were dumping
buckets of ice water on their head to raise
money for charity? Good times.
This challenge, while a little more Canadianized, is not much different.
Penguin Slide:for a decided amount of
donations, the consenting team member will
jump into the snow in their swimsuit.

How-To:
1. Within your team, nominate a team member
to complete a challenge (penguin slide, or
other icy challenge).
2. Fundraise to a certain amount before
completing the challenge, which is then
published on social media.
3. Nominate another team to complete the next
challenge.

Costs:
No additional cost to team

Risks:
• Possible risk of hypothermia given correct weather conditions, exercise caution!
• Possible risk of COVID-19 transmission if team members are meeting in person

Risk Mitigation:
• Ensure that warm beverages, blankets, additional clothing/heating sources are
present and available after the completion of the event, resist doing this event in
severely cold conditions; consider rescheduling if conditions permit
• Follow all current Alberta COVID guidelines

Permissions:
• No permissions required
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Virtual Paint & Sip Night
Nothing is quite as refreshing and relaxing as
drinking a glass of vino (or preferred
beverage), while painting a sunflower, or a
moon, or a daisy.
Host a virtual paint & sip night to keep this
magic alive, and create art in your very own
living room.

How-To:
1. Build Paint & Sip tool boxes (paint,
paintbrushes, canvas, code/google meet link
to Paint & Sip tutorial).
2. Sell these tool boxes to students, faculty, etc.
for cost plus the price of a donation (total cost
up to you).
3. Have members log-in to Google Meet/virtual
platform where an instructor guides them
through the Paint & Sip process.

Costs:
Toolboxes (paint(s), canvas, brush(es)), cost of instructor (if not by donation); could
mitigate cost by using a Bob Ross video online and selling the toolboxes

Risks:
• Caution encouraged regarding wording related to alcohol

Risk Mitigation:
• Refer to drinks as “Beverages” and allow participants decide for themselves what
those beverages should be (whether alcoholic or non-alcoholic)

Permissions:
• No permissions required

Special Considerations:
• Transparency encouraged regarding the cost of “toolboxes” and the subsequent
amount that goes to charity
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